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29 January 2018
Lowery Cross
Burrator Inn, Dousland – HASH AWARDS EVENING!
Ginger Rogers
Wobbly Knob

Firstly a few words about scribing. As Scribe Master, I was dreading the
prospect of trying to cajole/bully hashers into agreeing to scribe, and I made a
plea some time back in my last hash mag for help with this. I was expecting
to have to step in to write many mags (like this one as Dodo was indisposed).
As it happens, I have found no great difficulty in getting scribes this year as,
with some well-known exceptions, you lovely hashers have generally said
yes, especially if its quite a long way in the future! So thanks to you all for
making my life easier than I was anticipating.
On that subject, I am looking for scribes from 26 February, so any willing
volunteers/mugs would be gratefully received.
So to last week’s hash. Naughty Boy turned up apparently thinking it was a
dogging location, and to be fair looking around at some of the characters this
was understandable.
Now I do feel that when laying a hash, one of the givens is that you use a
substance that can be seen with the naked eye. Generally, flour is the
preferred option for TVH3, as it is cheap, compact and most importantly easy
to see. Our highly talented hare, one Dogcatcher, chose instead to use
sawdust. This might not have been a major issue, as some lesser hashes do
use it with some success, but they use fresh modern sawdust that is light in
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colour. However this was no ordinary sawdust, it was 200 year old sawdust,
acquired from a hospital several hundred years old, and was very dark in
colour even when dry. This, coupled with the fact that it was raining and
therefore saturated, rendered the said ancient sawdust entirely mud coloured,
and thus indistinguishable from the ground on which it was laid, which made
for an “interesting” hash. Hot Rocks gave up after a short distance and
made up his own hash. Mind you, he did think he was crossing the A38,
which does call into question his judgement.
Fortunately the hare, ably assisted by his charming and dedicated assistant
Footloose tirelessly jumping in and out of the car, spent the entire hash
driving around and directing us when we inevitably lost the trail. It was also a
great hash, and so by the time we go back to the cars, everyone’s spirits had
recovered, helped along the way by a Shetland Pony which had some of our
softer members cooing.
Some quotes: “Splendid, best one this year.” “It was the right length, and
Dogcatcher left me fully satisfied.” So thanks to Dogcatcher and Footloose
for an unconventional but enjoyable hash.
On to the pub, and Squits was overheard to comment “It feels really good, its
like weeing yourself except you stay dry.” This apparently was a reference to
heated seats. Raunchy “couldn’t be arsed” to stand up and talk, leaving that
pleasure to an immensely talented former GM, whose name I Can’t
Remember. Slush was accused of being the wag who put a chocolate pound
coin in the bucket. The question of naming Ron and Julie was also raised.
Rob announced that he had a tattoo, and could not wait to strip to the waist to
reveal it. We were expecting some huge piece of artwork on his back, but
we were treated to something about an inch square at the top of his arm!
Julie is “not a nurse”. So armed with that wealth of information, get your
thinking caps on for names for next time.
Finally, Milko proudly announced that Half Pint now has a “Quarter Pint”,
namely a son called Oscar, congrats to all.
Don’t forget that next week is the Hash Awards Evening, expect an evening
short on hashing but long on entertainment!
On on!
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